Chemical xenogenization of experimental tumors.
Chemical xenogenization occurs when experimental tumors, treated in vivo or in vitro with selected chemicals, become immunogenic, i.e., able to induce a strong rejection response, immunological in nature, in the histocompatible hosts. Unlike modifications induced by haptens, changes in tumor cell immunogenicity associated with chemical xenogenization are heritable as a result of drug interference with the genetic code. Drugs endowed with potent mutagenic activity are known to be powerful xenogenizing agents, and their mechanism of action is traditionally regarded as involving changes in DNA nucleotide sequence. Triazene and nitrosoguanidine derivatives are among the best known examples of this type of compound, and a large body of information has been accumulated over the years regarding the immunogenic properties of the tumor variants obtained following treatment with those xenogenizing agents. The present paper reviews this information, and also discusses the therapeutic implications of xenogenization in experimental systems of tumor immunotherapy. Xenogenization of murine tumors has also been obtained by means of chemicals devoid of mutagenic activity but capable of affecting gene transcriptional activity. The characteristics of this 'new' type of xenogenization are also reviewed and compared to those of triazene xenogenization.